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Read the General Instructiow on page 1 .
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Yoa am n& pormi'ttod to attempt more than
questions.
Write m e qumber of the

SEVEN

8. Mention Borne of the conditions likely to lead to
excessive tyre wear and describe how you would check tho
alignment of the front wheels of a car.
[40 marks.]

before the answer.

Do sot re-write the queatiow in the w w e r book

9. Give a list of the places st which loss of compression
in an engine cylinder and combustion chamber may take
place; state the probable reFon for the loss in each case,
and how you would remedy lt.
[45 marks.]

instruments is allowed.
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1. Explain what is meant by a;n internal combustion
engine and give the seguenee of operations in the cylinder
of such an engine working on the four-stroke cycle.
How many explosive charges will be fired per minute
in a six-cylinder engine, working on the four-stroke cycle, ,
145 marks.] 'k- C:
running at 1,500 r.p.m.?
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3 . , ~ k e t c htwo methods of retaining gudgeon pins in
position and explain what is liable to happen, with the
oomequent effect on the running of a;n engine, if a failure
[40 marks.]
,occurs in this respect.
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2. Shew, on a circular diagram, +pproximafe positions
for the opening and closing of the valves of a four-stroke
cyole engine in relation to the top and bottom dead
.aegtres. Explain why it i;u advisable to open and close
$he, valves at the positionsr you shew.
[45 marks.]

1

4. Why is it necessary to drain CBand- replaw periodically the oil in a petrol engine crankease? How
frequently, reckoned in mileage, ahodd this be done and
why i s it inadvisable to flwh the crankcase with varaffiil
[40 marks. j
when making the ohangel

5. Make a rough sectional sketch of me of the
prinqipal types of clutch fitted to present-dbJ oars. Give
a list of the probable causes of slip in such a clutch and
say bow you would remedy each.
[45 marks.]
6; Dmcribe and i l l W & with a sketeb, a universal
joint of the fabric ring ap diso type. Shew clearly the
oonmation between the &s@ a d w h of the shafts it
[40 marks.]
joins"
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10. Describe briefly the two systems in use for
circulating the cooling water in the cylinder jackets and
the radiator; include in your descri~tiona sketch of the
pump used with one of the systems.Giz;< $:>;,[40 marks.]
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